
Professional machines for
advanced users
This 15.6" display ThinkPad P Series mobile
workstations offer a choice of professional
graphics and processor options.

ThinkPad P53s
The performance of a workstation in a lightweight
portable package that’s also MIL-SPEC tested for
durability. It features NVIDIA® Quadro™ graphics
and an optional 4K display with Dolby® Vision™
HDR and 100% colour gamut, allowing documents,
graphics and web pages to be viewed in
spectacular detail. There is 9 to 15hrs of battery life,
depending on how the device is used, and optional
4G WWAN, so users can access the internet via a
cellular network.
 

Configure with up to 2TB of high-speed M.2 SSD storage and 48GB of high-speed
memory. Advanced users like designers and analysts can connect multiple displays and
peripherals when needed via the built-in ports or use the docking connector to enable
more options.

Certified or recommended for use with: Adobe After Effects, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Premiere Pro

The quad-core processor, NVIDIA Quadro P520 graphics card and high memory capacity
enable multi-tasking of graphic design files. The 4K HDR screen option provides 100%
Adobe colour gamut and high contrast ratio.
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Lenovo services
Lenovo delivers tailored sustainability services, devices, and infrastructure
solutions from our broad portfolio, working closely with you to support your
target outcomes across the IT lifecycle.. 

Accidental Damage Protection

Covers multiple repairs, or a single replacement of a device
Includes labour, parts and system replacement if repair is

impossible
Performed by technicians using Lenovo Qualified parts

Accessories

ThinkPad USB-C Dock Gen 2
Connects via a single USB-C cable which also

charges the PC
1x USB-C, 2x USB2.0, 3x USB3.1 ports (including

1x always-on for charging devices)
2x DisplayPort and 1x HDMI. Supports 1x 4K or

3x Full HD displays

PN: 40AS0090xx

ThinkVision P32u-10
31.5” 4K (3840x2160) monitor with multi-color

gamut (>99% Adobe RGB, 97% DCI-P3)
2x ThunderBolt 3 (1x in, 1x out), 2x HDMI, 1x

DisplayPort, 4x USB 3.0 downstream, 1x USB 3.0
Type-B upstream, audio out

Lift, Tilt, Pivot, Swivel stand for viewing comfort



ThinkPad P53s

Performance

Processor
up to 8th Gen Intel Core i7 processor

Operating System
Powered by Windows 10 Pro

Graphics
NVIDIA Quadro P520, 2GB

Memory
up to 48GB DDR4-2400, non-ECC

Storage
up to 1x 2TB M.2 PCIe NVMe
optional 2nd storage drive: 128GB M.2 PCIe NVMe (if no WWAN)
optional Intel Optane 32GB memory

Audio
2x 2W with Dolby Premium Audio
Optional dual array far-field mics

Battery
up to 15hrs, 57Wh

Design

Display
15.6"" screen, 4K (3840x2160), IPS, 1200:1 contrast ratio, 100% Adobe gamut
15.6"" screen, Full HD (1920x1080), IPS, 700:1 contrast ratio, 45% gamut (optional touch)

Keyboard
Optional backlit, spill-resistant keyboard

Dimensions
From Width: 365.8mm (14.4"") Depth: 248mm (9.76"") Height: 19.1mm (0.75"")

Weight
starting at 1.75kg (3.87lb)

Connectivity

Docking
Compatible with Thunderbolt™ 3, Side Mechanical dock and USB 3.0 & USB-C docking solutions

Security & Privacy

Security
Kensington lock slot

Certifications

Green Certifications
EPEAT Silver. ENERGY STAR 7.1

Other Certifications
MIL-STD-810G military testing
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